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Abstract

This study presents the prevention of dyskinesias called side-effects occurred due to the induced levodopa (IL-Dopa, a 
metabolic precursor to the dopamine chemical messengers which are cell receptors) by applying the minimally invasive surgi-
cal procedure called deep brain stimulation - a surgery done for the Parkinson`s disease patients such that the dyskinesias such 
as cognitive issues like memory, cognitive impairment CI, cognitive dementia CD, slurred speech, hallucinations, followed by 
the axial symptoms of the entire body shaking like breezing, etc.) are wiped out. 
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Introduction

The potential-benefits of adaptive closed loop deep brain 
stimulation (ACL-DBS) approaches [1] contrasted to, or equated 
with the constant, conventional, and continuous steady-open-
loop DBS (COL-DBS) parameters were previously demonstrat-
ed through appropriate validation with scientific-objective-ev-
idence from as of diverse experimental-research-investigators 
[2-4]. The Adaptive-closed-loop DBS gives better feature-man-
ifestations that are signs and symptoms prevention in Parkin-
son’s disease (PD) subjects who are patients with adjusting the 
induced stimulus electrical DBS parameters to the subjects, i.e., 
patient’s clinical/and or diagnostic-state estimated through the 
analysis of subthalamic nucleus (STN) neural or neuronal-oscil-
lations (i.e., local-field-potentials) in the beta-band 
frequency, from 13Hertz to 30Hertz) [5]. 

For the reason that ACL-DBS hospital management was 
certainly-systematically not measured throughout lengthy and 
protracted DBS stimulus phases in further ecologic-conditions, 
we verified uni-lateral ACL-DBS delivered for approximately 
circa ~2 and ½ hours, with specific-focus on the parallel man-
agement of L-Dopa-therapeutic-treatment, in the patients those 
who are spontaneously heart-rendingly moving with parkin-
sonism disease [6-15].

Management

We therefore arbitrarily administered with ACL-DBS as well as 
COL-DBS through and through an external habiliment-vesture, 
i.e., wearable- m o d e l - prototype [6,7] in ten Parkinson`s dis-
ease subjects(patients) together with in conjunction with deep 
brain stimulation stimulus microelectrode implant/embedding 
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in two distinct experimental-investigational-phases or/ses-
sions taking-place the fifth and the sixth day following the deep 
brain stimulation operational surgery (Figure 1 A) [16-20]. 

• Experimental effects were assessed estimated and then 
validated by employing the United Kingdom Brain Data 
criteria and followed by the motoric chunk of the Unified 
Parkinson`s Disease Rating Scale stage III following H and Y 
score (i.e.,UPDRS, stage-III) and the Unified Parkinson Dis-
ease Dyskinesia Rating Scale (UPDDysRS stages-III and IV) 
for the duration of the concurrently simultaneous parallel 
management processing of adaptive closed loop - deep brain 
stimulation or constant and conventional open loop deep 
brain stimulation (ACL-DBS or COL-DBS) and levodopa (L-
Dopa).

• The Unified Parkinson`s Disease Rating Scale stage III fol-
lowing H and Y score (i.e., UPDRS, stage-III) as well the Uni-
fied Parkinson Disease Dyskinesia Rating Scale (UPDDysRS 
stages-III and IV) for the duration of the concurrently simul-
taneous parallel management processing of adaptive closed 
loop - deep brain stimulation or constant and conventional 
open loop deep brain stimulation (ACL-DBS or COL-DBS) 
and levodopa (L-Dopa), normalized for the optimal-score 
amongst ACL-DBS and COL-DBS.

• Total electrical-energy delivered (TEED) per unit-of-time (l-
W) for ACL-DBS (the white-color) and COL-DBS (the gray-

color). Error(erratic-bras) bars exemplify or signify the stan-
dard-error (SE). The termed designations “MED” represents 
the medication and “STIM” represents the stimulation/or 
stimuli or stimulus by the deep brain stimulation (termed 
DBS).

Every experimental phase lasted for two (2) hours, dur-
ing which the Parkinson subject, i.e., the patient, following a 
electrical-baseline, i.e., zero-line evaluation (“DBS-OFF” and 
“MED OFF”, followed by “STIM-OFF”/”MED-OFF”), received 
both L-Dopa(levodopa) as well as induced stimulus (ACL-DBS 
or COL-DBS), therefore, consequently letting one to examine 
the contact amongst electrical-stimulation by observing with 
the stimulus intensity (for the amplitudes levels) and pharma-
co-logical-stimulations (“DBS-ON” and “MED-ON”, STIM-ON/
MED-ON) [21-24]. The subject, i.e., the Parkinson diseased pa-
tient was blind to the class of stimulation’s with the deep brain 
stimulation (DBS) received in the course of the throughout the 
sessional-phase as well as for the entire-duration of the phase-
period [25]. 

Results and Discussion

The clinical-diagnosis-effects were blindly estimated in the 
course of the UPDRS-stage-III (motoric-part) and the Unified 
Parkinson`s disease Dyskinesia Rating Scale (UPDDysRS). In 
accordance with the gold-standard levodopa, the clinical-evalu-
ation was accomplished through a blinded video-rater (the mo-
toric-rigidity-symptom -scores were omitted or barred from the 
inferences-deduced through rigorous-analytic-part, i.e., analysis-
part) [26]. 

The overall electrical-current i.e., voltage or/electrical-energy-
delivered (TEED) was employed for energy-efficiency-evalu-
ation as well as dysarthria’s like adverse-effects or adverse-
events were gathered for safety and security-evaluation and 
efficacy [27-32].

The diagnostic-clinical-scores were significantly not dis-
tinct amongst the two experimental-investigation-phases/ses-
sions at electrical-baseline, i.e., zero-line (DBS-OFF/ MED-OFF, 
UPDRS-stage-III scale and Horn and Y score, ACL-DBS versus 
COL-DBS: 38.0 6 16.9 versus 37.6 6 16.4; F1,95 0.2, P >0.05, not 
significant) [28]. 
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Figure 1: Experimental design of every exploratory phase.



Once the Parkinson`s diseased subject, the patient was in the 
consequence of together with L-Dopa(Levodopa) as well as DBS 
(DBS-ON/MED-ON), we identified and examined an analogous 
development or enhancement on universal motoric-symptoms 
that are signs and feature-manifestations irrespective to the 
kind of DBS-devices (UK brain bank criterion, UPDRS -stage-
III percent alteration from electrical-baseline, i.e., standard 
zero-line, ACL-DBS versus COL-DBS: 247.2% 6 11.% versus 
241.1% 6 18%; F1,9 5 0.7, P > 0.05;Figure.1.B.). Conversely, in 
this condition, ACL-DBS was more effective on dyskinesias than 
COL-DBS (UPDDysRS score, ACL-DBS versus COL-DBS: 11.7 6 
68 versus 15.0 6 9.4; F1,9 5 6.1, P5.02; Figure1C). These find-
ings were achieved in conjunction with a standard and normal, 
i.e.,average-power redeeming or economy reduction of 73.9% 6 
24% in ACL-DBS contrasted with COL-DBS (the average-mean 
TEED ACL-DBS versus COL-DBS: 44.6 6 47.9 l-W versus 158.7 6 
69.7 l-W; F1,8 5 30.4, P5.0005). 

During the whole experimentation, there were no significant 
dysarthria’s, i.e., adverse-effects or/events particularly con-
nected with the stimulus deep brain stimulator. The findings 
provide for the notion that ACL-DBS, being efficacious and ef-
ficient, and effective, and safe and secure, while managed con-
currently or synchronously to L-Dopa (the metabolic precursor 
to dopamine chemical messengers) might assist the neurosci-
entist-clinicians limit the sternness of dyskinesias what we call 
side-effects induced through the passing/transient summation 
of stimulations by the deep brain stimulator 9D B S) i.e., by the 
deep brain stimulator (DBS) but not 9DBS. 

Conclusion

Nevertheless, the critical experimental-setting, considered 
through a microlesion (microlesioned or micro-lesional)-effect 
as well as through the occurrence and existence of edemas, is 
a foremost prime restraint for the generalizability of our find-
ings which needs to be deep-rooted inveterate (or/confirmed) 
through the other investigational exploratory studies (through 
experimental) conducted in a supplementary long-lasting 
state, probably through the implantable devices.
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